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Abstract 
 
Renewable Energy resources are those having a 
cycling time less than 100 years and are renewed 
by the nature and their supply exceeds the rate of 
consumption. Renewable Energy Systems use 
resources that are constantly replaced in nature 
and are usually less polluting. In order to tap the 
potential of Renewable Energy sources, there is a 
need to assess the availability of resources 
spatially as well as temporally. Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) along with Remote 
Sensing (RS) helps in mapping on Spatial and 
Temporal scales of the resources and demand. 
The Spatial Database of resource availability and 
the demand would help in the Regional Energy 
Planning. The paper discusses the application of 
Geographical Information System (GIS) to map 
the Solar Potential in North-West regions of India 
as well as Solar Resource Assessment, Custom 
GIS Application etc. The Site Suitability Analysis 
i.e. the regions suitable for tapping Solar Energy 
are mapped on the basis of Global, Diffuse, Direct 
Solar Radiation Data which provides a picture of 
potential of the sites for Solar Power Generation 
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Introduction 
 
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) is the nodal Ministry of the Government of India for 
all matters relating to new and renewable energy. The broad aim of the Ministry is to develop and deploy 
new and renewable energy for supplementing the energy requirements of the country 

Specialized Technical Institutions 

 The Solar Energy Centre (SEC), which forms a part of the Ministry, is located at Gwal Pahari in 
district Gurgaon, Haryana and serves as technical focal point for solar energy development 

 A Centre for Wind Energy Technology (C-WET), an autonomous organisation under the 
administrative control of this Ministry, has been established in Chennai, Tamil Nadu and serves as 
the technical focal point for wind power development 

 The Sardar Swaran Singh National Institute of Renewable Energy (SSS-NIRE) is being 
established as an autonomous institution in district Kapurthala, Punjab 

 The Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency (IREDA) is a Non-Banking Financial 
Institution under the administrative control of this Ministry for providing term loans for renewable 
energy and energy efficiency projects 

The Solar Energy Centre (SEC) serves as an effective interface between the Government institutions, 
industry & user organizations for development, promotion and widespread utilization of solar energy in the 
country. The campus of the Centre for its R&D activities is located at the 19th milestone on the Gurgaon-
Faridabad road which is about 25 km south of main office of the Ministry. The surrounding area is 
predominantly agricultural and beautiful green or yellow fields can be seen around the Campus depending 
upon the season. The buildings of the Centre have been constructed using solar passive techniques to achieve 
energy efficiency and environmental friendliness 

The Functions of the Solar Energy Centre are as follows: 

 Research and Development 

                       • Cooperation with institutions and industry 

 Technology Evaluation, Testing and Standardization 

                    • Evaluation of Technical, Environmental, and Economic performance 

  • National Referral Test Facility 

• Developmental Testing 

                        • Coordination with Regional Test Centers (RTCs) 

  • Coordination with Standards Organization 
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 Human Resource Development 

                        • Visitors’ Programme 

                        • Training, workshops, symposia and seminars 

 Advisory, Consultancy Services & International cooperation 

Solar Energy in India 
 
Sun having a radius of 6.955×108 meters and mass of 1.989×1030 kg is the powerhouse that sustains life on 
Earth. The 3.85×1026 watts of energy emitted every second by the Sun results from the conversation of 
4.3×109 g/sec of mass to energy. Earth receives only a modest fraction (1.7×1014 kW) of Sun’s total energy. 
The radiation emitted by the Sun, outside the Earth’s atmosphere is called extra-terrestrial radiation. Solar 
radiation is partially depleted and attenuated as it passes through the atmosphere blocking a substantial 
portion of it from reaching the Earth’s surface. This is due to absorption, scattering and reflection [Khalil 
2008]. The combined effect of the atmospheric phenomena i.e. reflection, scattering and absorption of 
radiation is to reduce the quantity of solar energy that reaches the Earth’s surface. The spectral distribution 
of solar radiation at sea level is 3%, 44% and 53% in the UV, visible and infrared regions respectively [Hann 
1980, Honnan 1984]. As a result of atmospheric scattering some of the solar radiation is reflected back into 
the outer space while some of the scattered radiation may reach the Earth’s surface from all directions over 
the sky, known as diffuse radiation and may be trapped. The part of solar radiation that is neither scattered 
nor absorbed by the atmosphere reaches the Earth’s surface and is known as beam or direct radiation. The 
total solar radiation received at the ground level thus includes both direct and indirect (or diffuse) radiation 
and is known as global radiation. The power obtained from solar radiation reaching the Earth is many times 
greater than the power generated by man by other conventional sources. If it is trapped in a useful and 
effective manner, all the present and future human energy needs may be met on a continual basis. Solar 
radiation is a perpetual source of natural energy and has great potential for a wide variety of applications i.e. 
in agriculture, architectural design of buildings and in solar thermal devices. It is abundant, accessible and 
pollution free and hence can be used as a supplement to the non-renewable sources of energy which have 
finite depleting supplies [Ra, G.D. 1984]. The renewable energy sector depends upon the assessment of 
resources for planning and establishment of energy production technology [Khalil 2008] 
 
India is located between 6oN to 32oN latitude and hence most of the locations in India receive abundant solar 
energy. This solar energy can be utilized for the development of solar energy systems. For this purpose the 
solar radiation data are required in various forms depending upon the nature of application.  Numerous 
researchers e.g. Riordan et al. [1991], Aladas et al. [1995], Hirata and Tani [1995] and Antonio et al. [1998] 
have predicted the importance of solar radiation data for design and efficient operation of solar energy 
systems. Proper design and performance of these solar appliances require accurate information on solar 
radiation availability [Jacovides et al. 2006]. Hence many studies [Al Aruri 1990, Kudish and Ianetz 1996, 
Ianetz et al. 2000] have been made on solar climates of specific regions for the development of solar 
technologies 
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Geographical Information System (GIS) 

A Geographical Information System (GIS) integrates hardware, software, and data for capturing, managing, 
analyzing, and displaying all forms of geographically referenced information. GIS allows us to view, 
understand, question, interpret, and visualize data in many ways that reveal relationships, patterns, and trends 
in the form of maps, globes, reports, and charts. A GIS helps you answer questions and solve problems by 
looking at your data in a way that is quickly understood and easily shared. GIS technology can be integrated 
into any enterprise information system framework 

Three main View of GIS  

 
Fig: 1 (Schematic diagram of GIS Technology) 

The Database View: A GIS is a unique kind of database of the world—a geographic database 
(Geodatabase). It is an "Information System for Geography." Fundamentally, a GIS is based on a structured 
database that describes the world in geographic terms 

The Map View: A GIS is a set of intelligent maps and other views that show features and feature 
relationships on the earth's surface. Maps of the underlying geographic information can be constructed and 
used as "windows into the database" to support queries, analysis, and editing of the information 

The Model View: A GIS is a set of information transformation tools that derive new geographic datasets 
from existing datasets. These Geoprocessing functions take information from existing datasets, apply 
analytic functions, and write results into new derived datasets 
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Methodology 
 
Study Area: 
 
The area selected for present study is the North-West regions of India & geographically extends between 
21°35'N to 31°50'N Latitude & 74°10'E to 79°25'E Longitude . The selected site for case study area covers 
moderately populated area, commercial area & tourist area etc. 
 
GIS Software used: 
 

 ESRI ArcGIS Desktop v9.3 
 Leica ERDAS Imagine v9.1 
 MapWindow GIS v5.1 (ActiveX Control) 
 RSI ENVI v4.2 
 Microsoft Visual Basic v6.0 (VBA) 

Materials used: 
 

 Survey of India Toposheet (Scale 1:50,000) 
 Landsat ETM+ Satellite Image 
 Cartosat 1 Satellite Image 
 IMD Solar Radiation Data 
 Ancillary Data provided by Solar Energy Centre (SEC) 

Proposed Working Methodology: 
 

 
 

Fig: 2 (Flowchart of Proposed Working Methodology) 
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Fig: 3 (Population Map of North-West India)            Fig: 4 (Road Network & Rail Roads) 

                          
Fig: 5 (Existing Power Plants & Tranmission Lines)         Fig: 6 (Land Use & Land Cover Map) 
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Characteristic of the Solar Radiation 
 
Solar radiation is made up of electro-magnetic waves (Es), which travels from the sun to the earth with the 
speed of light (c). Wavelength (λ) of the wave is related to the frequency (υ), and is given in Eq. (1) 
  
 C = υ λ (1) 
 
The electro-magnetic waves of solar radiation (Es, cal/min) emitted into the space and its part intercepted by 
the earth (Ee, cal/min) is given by: 
  
 Es =  (2) 
 
 Ee =  (3) 
 
Where, ro, re, Io are the mean distance between sun and earth, the radius of the earth, and solar constant, 
respectively. The part of solar radiation intercepted by the earth depends mainly on the insolation of the 
earth’s outer atmosphere 
 
Global Solar Radiation 
 
The quantity of short wave radiant energy emitted by the sun passing through a unit area in the horizontal in 
unit time is referred generally as global solar radiation (G). The computation of daily sums of global solar 
radiation at sites where no radiation data’s are available can be done through various probable relationships 
among the parameters such as from (a) sunshine and cloudiness, (b) extra terrestrial radiation allowing for its 
depletion by absorption and scattering in the atmosphere. There is a relationship between solar radiation 
received on earth’s surface and sunshine 
 

 
 

Fig: 7 (Attribute of Global Solar Radiation of North-West India) 
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Fig: 8 (Annual Global Solar Radiation Map of North-West India) 

 
The statistical relation formulated between the daily duration of sunshine N and the daily total global solar 
radiation G is of the form, 
  
 (G/Go) = a + (1-a) (n/N) (4) 
 
Where, Go is daily global solar radiation with cloud free atmosphere, ‘a’ is mean proportion of radiation 
received on a completely overcast day, and N: maximum possible duration of sunshine. Due to the 
difficulties in the precise evaluation of Go in the above equation, Go was replaced by the extra terrestrial 
radiation (ETR) on a horizontal surface, and the relation is given by, 
  
 (G/ETR) = a + b (n/N) (5)  
 
Where, ETR is extra terrestrial radiation, kWh / m2 / day. ETR on a horizontal surface for any place for any 
day / month can be estimated by the following relation, 
 
 ETR = 10.39 K (cosφcosδsinω + ωsinφsinδ) (6) 
 
10.39 is solar constant (assumed equal to 1.36kw/sq.m. x 24/π), K is correlation factor for varying earth sun 
distances, φ is Angle of latitude, δ is angle of declination and ω is sun set hour angle in radians 
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Solar Radiation and Terrestrial Radiant Energy 
 
The radiant energy from the sun covers the entire electromagnetic spectrum. The atmospheric interference 
restricts this spectrum to 290nm to 3000nm, which is called “Solar Radiation.” The maximum spectral 
radiant energy, irradiance, is at around 474 nm. The earth and the atmosphere being at much lower 
temperature (around 270K on an average) emit radiant energy in the infra-red region from 4 to 50µm. This is 
called “Terrestrial Radiation” or “Terrestrial Radiant Energy” 
 

 
 

Fig: 9 (Attribute Table of Direct Solar Radiation of North-West India) 

 
Fig: 10 (Annual Direct Solar Radiation Map of North-West India) 
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Direct Solar Irradiance (S) 
 
It is the irradiance of the sun emitted from the solid angle of the sun’s disc, received by a unit surface held 
perpendicular to the solar beam. It includes a small quantity of irradiance that is scattered by the intervening 
medium along this axis of the cone. The attenuation, if any, is then due to the variation in the relative 
concentration of the individual constituents of the medium, viz. air. The solar constant is a special case, as it 
pertains to the value outside the earth’s atmosphere and it is denoted by So. The term “Beam Solar 
Radiation” is used to denote the direct solar beam, incident on a horizontal surface 
 
Diffuse Solar Irradiance (Ed) 
 
It is the downward irradiance scattered by the atmospheric constituents and reflected and transmitted by the 
cloud and incident on a unit horizontal surface. This irradiance comes from the whole hemisphere of solid 
angle of 2π with the exception of the solid angle subtended by the sun’s disc 
 

 
 

Fig: 11 (Attribute Table of Diffuse Solar Radiation Map of North-West India) 
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Fig: 12 (Annual Diffuse Solar Radiation Map of North-West India) 

 
Global Solar Irradiance (Eg) 
 
This is the irradiance that reaches a horizontal unit surface. It is made up of the direct solar beam irradiance 
and the scattered diffuse solar irradiance. Since the direction of the incident solar beam changes continually 
from sunrise to sunset, the cosine effect or cosine law comes into play. When a parallel beam of radiant flux 
of a given cross-sectional area spreads over a flat surface, the area that it covers is inversely proportional to 
the cosine of the angle between the beam and the normal to the surface. Therefore, the beam irradiance that 
heats up the area is proportional to the cosine of the angle of incidence. 
Thus the global irradiance at a place can be written as: 
 
 Eg = S cos θ + Ed 
 
Where ‘θ’ is the angle of incidence 
 
Reflected Solar Irradiance (Er) 
 
Part of the global solar irradiance is reflected by the receiving surface (mainly the earth’s surface and 
diffusely by the atmospheric layer between the surface and the point of measurement.) This is termed 
reflected solar irradiance. 
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Albedo of the Surface 
 
It is the ratio of the reflected solar irradiance to the incident global solar irradiance. It is the same as the 
reflectance (ρ) except that its use is restricted to ‘solar’ wavelengths, viz. 290 to 3000nm. It is denoted by ρ. 
Thus ρ = Er/Eg. The quantity of the reflected flux is the characteristic of the reflecting surface. In 
meteorology, albedo is also denoted by ‘α’. 
 
Net Solar Irradiance (Eg*) 
 
It is the balance between the downward global and upward reflected irradiances. This is represented by: 
 Eg*  = Eg - Er 
  = Eg - ρ Eg 
  = Eg (1 - ρ) 
  = (S Cos θ + Ed) (1- ρ) 
The value of Eg* is always positive 
 
Calculating Solar Radiation Using Solar Analyst  
 
One important contribution to the understanding of a landscape is the incoming solar radiation, or insolation, 
that is available at the surface. While one could use the global average of 1366 watts/meter2, actual values 
are generally much lower. On a global scale the controlling variables are the latitude, distance from the sun, 
and time of year. At the local level elevation, slope and aspect are major factors in determining the amount 
of energy available. We will need to have ArcGIS version 9.3 or greater with the Spatial Analysis extension 
The Solar Analyst module in ArcGIS can be used to calculate Watt-Hours/meter2 at the surface at the local 
scale. Inputs to this process are a digital elevation model (DEM), the latitude of the scene center, and the 
date and time that we wish to accumulate insolation. We will use the Solar Analyst to accumulate the energy 
striking the surface for the one hour prior to the acquisition of a Landsat image. We could then compare the 
amount of energy available at the surface, to the brightness-temperature derived from the Landsat thermal 
band. Alternatively we could adjust the parameters to compare the amount of energy available over a 
growing season, to the local land cover 
 
Required Inputs  
 
The most important requirement is an accurate, georeferenced DEM dataset. Make note of the scene center 
latitude. The Solar Analyst module may not determine this automatically when the dataset is opened. For 
this, the other required inputs are the Julian date and the local time of day of image acquisition. As a 
reminder, the Julian day of year is simply the sequential number from 1 to 365 (or 366 if a leap year). We 
can use the Julian Data Calendar, found in the CEO Tools folder on the workstation desktop, to calculate 
this. Local time of day is a function of latitude. The Landsat orbit is designed to cross the equator at 
approximately noon local time. An orbit takes approximately 90 minutes, or 45 minutes from pole to pole. A 
rough estimate of the local time is fine  
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Create New Data Layers  
 
Begin this process by loading ArcGIS and activating the Spatial Analysis extension if necessary. Add the 
DEM to the new empty map. Open ArcToolbox and select Spatial Analyst Tools | Solar Radiation | Area 
Solar Radiation.  
 
We will input or adjust the following values:  
 

 Select the DEM for the Input Raster 
 Enter the name WattsTot for the Output global radiation raster 
 Latitude should be prefilled from the DEM  
 Set the Sky size/Resolution to 1600  
 For Time configuration select “Within a day”  

Solar Radiation Analysis using GIS  

Incoming solar radiation (Insolation) received from the sun is the primary energy source that drives many of 
the earth's physical and biological processes. Understanding its importance to landscape scales is the key to 
understanding a broad range of natural processes and human activities. With landscape scales, topography is 
a major factor that determines the spatial variability of insolation. Variation in elevation, orientation (slope 
and aspect), and shadows cast by topographic features all affect the amount of insolation received at different 
locations. This variability also changes with time of day and time of year, and in turn contributes to 
variability of microclimate, including factors such as air and soil temperature regimes, evapotranspiration, 
snow melt patterns, soil moisture, and light available for photosynthesis.  
The Solar Radiation Analysis tools, in the ArcGIS Spatial Analyst extension, enable user to map and analyze 
the effects of the sun over a geographic area for specific time periods. It accounts for atmospheric effects, 
site latitude and elevation, steepness (Slope) and compass direction (Aspect), daily and seasonal shifts of the 
sun angle, and effects of shadows cast by surrounding topography. The resultant outputs can be easily 
integrated with other Geographic Information System (GIS) data and can help to model physical and 
biological processes as they are affected by the sun. Incoming solar radiation (insolation) originates from the 
sun, is modified as it travels through the atmosphere, is further modified by topography and surface features, 
and is intercepted at the earth's surface as direct, diffuse, and reflected components. Direct radiation is 
intercepted unimpeded, in a direct line from the sun. Diffuse radiation is scattered by atmospheric 
constituents, such as clouds and dust. Reflected radiation is reflected from surface features 
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Fig: 13 (Basic Solar Radiation)   Fig: 14 (Country Boundary) Fig: 15 (Land Use & Land Cover Map) 
 

The solar radiation tools can perform calculations for point locations or for entire geographic areas. This 
involves four steps: 

 The calculation of an upward-looking hemispherical viewshed based on topography 
 Overlay of the viewshed on a direct sunmap to estimate direct radiation 
 Overlay of the viewshed on a diffuse skymap to estimate diffuse radiation 
 Repeating the process for every location of interest to produce an insolation map  

Since radiation can be greatly affected by topography and surface features, a key component of the 
calculation algorithm requires the generation of an upward-looking hemispherical viewshed for every 
location in the digital elevation model (DEM). The hemispherical viewsheds are similar to upward-looking 
hemispherical (fisheye) photographs, which view the entire sky from the ground up, similar to the view in a 
planetarium. The amount of visible sky plays an important role in the insolation at a location 

Viewshed Calculation 

The viewshed is a raster representation of the entire sky that is visible or obstructed when viewed from a 
particular location. A viewshed is calculated by searching in a specified number of directions around a 
location of interest and determining the maximum angle of sky obstruction, or horizon angle. For all other 
unsearched directions, horizon angles are interpolated. Horizon angles are then converted into a 
hemispherical coordinate system, thus representing a three-dimensional hemisphere of directions as a two-
dimensional raster image. Each raster cell of the viewshed is assigned a value that corresponds to whether 
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the sky direction is visible or obstructed. The figure below depicts the calculation of a viewshed for one cell 
of a DEM. Horizon angles are calculated along a specified number of directions and used to create a 
hemispherical representation of the sky. The resultant viewshed characterizes whether sky directions are 
visible (shown in white) or obstructed (shown in gray). The viewshed is shown overlaid on a hemispherical 
photograph to demonstrate the theory. Viewsheds are used in conjunction with sun position and sky direction 
information (represented by a sunmap and skymap, respectively) to calculate direct, diffuse, and total (direct 
+ diffuse) radiation for each location and to produce an accurate insolation map 

 

  

 Fig: 16 (TIN Model)                 Fig: 17 (Aspect Analysis)           Fig: 18 (Table of Slope & Aspect) 

Sunmap Calculation 

The direct solar radiation originating from each sky direction is calculated using a sunmap in the same 
hemispherical projection as the viewshed. A sunmap is a raster representation that displays the sun track, or 
apparent position of the sun as it varies through the hours of day and through the days of the year. This is 
similar to you looking up and watching as the sun's position moves across the sky over a period of time. The 
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sunmap consists of discrete sunmap sectors defined by the sun's position at particular intervals during the 
day (hours) and time of year (days or months). The sun track is calculated based on the latitude of the study 
area and the time configuration that defines sunmap sectors. For each sunmap sector, a unique identification 
value is specified, along with its centroid zenith and azimuth angle. The following figure is a sunmap for 45 º 
N latitude calculated from the winter solstice (December 21) to summer solstice (June 21) 

 

   

Fig: 19 (Sunmap Calculation) Fig: 20 (Diffuse Solar Radiation)         Fig: 21 (Direct Solar Radiation) 

Skymap Calculation 

Diffuse radiation originates from all sky directions as a result of scattering by atmospheric components 
(clouds, particles, and so forth). To calculate diffuse radiation for a particular location, a skymap is created to 
represent a hemispherical view of the entire sky divided into a series of sky sectors defined by zenith and 
azimuth angles. Each sector is assigned a unique identifier value, along with the centroid zenith and azimuth 
angles. Diffuse radiation is calculated for each sky sector based on direction (zenith and azimuth). 
The figure below is a skymap with sky sectors defined by 8 zenith divisions and 16 azimuth divisions   
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Fig: 22 (Skymap Calculation)     Fig: 23 (Hill Shade Analysis)        Fig: 24 (Total Area Solar Radiation) 

Custom GIS Application Development using MapWindow GIS ActiveX 
 
If the user wants to develop a standalone application that does not use MapWindow, the user may make use 
of the MapWinGIS ActiveX Control to instantly add mapping and GIS capability to any application 
developed in an ActiveX capable language. ActiveX is supported by most programming languages like 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6, Visual Basic .NET, Visual C++, Visual C#, Visual J#, Borland Delphi, and many 
others. Even Microsoft Access supports the use of ActiveX controls 
 
Usage of Custom GIS Application Development using MapWindow GIS ActiveX: 
 

 The MapWinGIS ActiveX Control is actually used within MapWindow itself – it is the “White Box” 
area of the MapWindow application, where map data appears 

 
 Once the user adds the MapWinGIS ActiveX Control to the user’s project, the user will see the same 

white box. The user can then write code to add data to the map and manipulate it, or tie the control to 
other elements inside the user’s application to allow the user to control the map 

 
 The MapWinGIS ActiveX Control was designed with simplicity in mind. Common tasks are 

extremely simple to perform; even complex functionality is easy to create. Regardless of the user’s 
level of experience, from beginner to expert, the user will likely find the ActiveX control to be a 
pleasant and easy to learn tool 
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Fig: 25 (Simple Desktop Application using Visual Basic v6.0) 

Digital Image Processing (DIP) is the use of computer algorithms to perform image 
processing on digital images. As a subfield of digital signal processing, digital image processing has many 
advantages over analog image processing; it allows a much wider range of algorithms to be applied to the 
input data, and can avoid problems such as the build-up of noise and signal distortion during processing. 
Digital image processing allows the use of much more complex algorithms for image processing, and hence 
can offer both more sophisticated performance at simple tasks, and the implementation of methods which 
would be impossible by analog means 

In particular, Digital Image Processing is the only practical technology for: 

 Classification 
 Feature Extraction 
 Pattern Recognition 
 Projection 
 Multi-Scale Signal Analysis 
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Fig: 26 (Custom DIP Application ToolBox) 

   
 

              Fig: 27 (Different Filter Options)                      Fig: 28 (Tool to generate Relief Map)  
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Conclusion 

Solar energy is a clean, pollution free, and renewable source of energy. Development of this source of 
energy requires an accurate detailed long-term knowledge of the potential taking in to account seasonal 
variations. The region of the Earth between the latitude of 40°N and 40°S is generally known as the solar 
belt and this region is supposed to be with an abundant amount of solar radiation. North-West India being 
located between 21°35' & 31°50' North Latitude and the geographic position favor the harvesting and 
development of solar energy. Rajasthan receives global solar radiation in the range of 5.7 – 5.9 kWh/meter2 
& some regions of Gujarat, New Delhi receives global solar radiation in between 5.4 – 5.7 kWh/meter2 
Global solar radiation during monsoon is less compared to summer and winter because of the dense cloud 
cover. The study identifies that the above mentioned regions of North-West India with the higher global 
solar radiation are ideally suited for harvesting solar energy 
 
This paper has demonstrated that Geographic Information Systems (GIS) helps in mapping on Spatial and 
Temporal scales of the resources and demand. The Spatial Geodatabase of resource availability and the 
demand would help in the regional energy planning. GIS provided the means for identifying, and quantifying 
the factors affecting the available solar energy potential. In addition to this, it also provided the flexibility to 
enrich the database, on which decisions are based, with Spatial Data and additional restriction on resource 
availability 
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